We would like to propose to hold the workshop in spring 2018 at the DESY campus in Hamburg, Germany.

DESY is one of the largest research centers in Germany.

Founded in 1959 as an accelerator center.

Home of DESY, DORIS, PETRA, HERA, CFEL, XFEL.

Today the scientific program is extremely diverse.

Accelerators – Photon Science – Particle Physics.

HEP: ATLAS, CMS, Belle II, ILC.
> DESY is located in Hamburg, the second biggest city of Germany
18th BELLE II Computing & Software Workshop

- Proposed date: 14 – 18 May 2018 (the week before Pentecost)
- Expect ~40 participants
- 5 days; 1-2 parallel sessions; reception; social event; banquet
- Conference/workshop facilities, wifi, etc. available
- Limited guest rooms on site; hotels nearby
- From DESY half an hour into city / harbor
- Hamburg has an international airport
- See desy.de and hamburg.de
18th BELLE II Computing & Software Workshop
We would be very happy to welcome you at DESY in Hamburg next year!